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Preface by Oscar Magocsi to the German edition of „About My Space
Friends“:

I was asked by the German publishers, Karl and Anny Veit, if I could get a word from my space
friends for the German edition of the book. Yes, I am sending it with this! I was still thinking about

how I could ask them for it, when they already surprised me with it and handed it
over to me without me having asked for it before. I don't know how they knew about
it - and they only smiled when I asked them. It's only been two days!

It was May 14, 1989 - a warm Sunday morning - when I was walking on the shores
of Lake Ontario in Toronto. Someone was waving at me from an elegant yacht that
was moored at the quay. It was Argus! As I boarded, my friend from outer space led

me to the wheelhouse where I found Don Miguel at the wheel. Immediately afterwards, we set sail
towards  the  nearby  Central  Island.  For  about  half  an  hour  the  three  of  us  had  an  important
conversation there before I was brought back ashore. Message to the German publishers and the
German speaking readers all over the world, from Quentin, Argus and Don Miguel:

"We, your friends from outer space, send you our greetings - and at the same time our heartfelt
thanks for your faithful support over the past 33 years in promoting the great cosmic UFO cause by
awakening and raising public awareness on your planet.
It is to be hoped that the worst time for the benevolent people is over. The changes that are about to
take place are on the whole rather positive, and the growing light will eventually make everything
bright and new - without too much hardship for the people of good will, due to the changes that will
conclude the millennium. We look forward to this for your sake and for ours, on behalf of God and
the great Space Federation.“

(Toronto, 16 May 1989)
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